
By Duane Thomas
I recently sat down to build some more-con-

trollable loads for my .45 auto. I’d been firing
200-gr. LSWCs at 850 fps with Titegroup for years,
a load that served me well. It took me from C to A
class in USPSA (the active body of IPSC in the US)
and I was lucky enough to win a state IDPA cham-
pionship with it. Part of me said I was nuts to
abandon a load that had worked for me flawlessly
for so long. But I kept coming back to something
Grand Master Bruce Gray said to me:
“Competition shooters will instantly dump a tech-
nique or piece of equipment they’ve used for
years if they see a better way.” If you’re not willing
to change, you’ll never
improve.

In USPSA in
order to “make
Major” your
ammo’s power
factor (bullet
weight times
velocity, divided
by 1,000) must
be at least 165.
Most people go
for 170 – a nice
cushion to ensure
Major but not so
much more you
pick up a lot of
extra recoil. In
IDPA’s Custom
Defensive Pistol
(.45 auto) division,
the power floor
corresponds to
USPSA Major, so
you can use the
same load for both
sports.

Without a com-
pensator, there’s really no way to lessen the
amount of recoil a cartridge generates at a given
power factor. A 170 pf .45 load will always be a
170 pf .45 load, no matter what combination of
bullet weight and velocity produces it. But you can
change the character of recoil, the classic choices
being “fast and snappy” or “slow and pushy.”
Which of these a shooter prefers is very much an
individual reaction. “Slow and pushy” is what
shooters mean when they say a load is “soft.” Mak-
ing pf with a 200-gr. bullet required driving it hard
enough I was getting into “snappy” territory. Also
Titegroup, being a double-based powder (i.e. it
contains nitroglycerine as well as nitrocellulose), is
inherently a bit snappy. Loud, too. I played with
different powders before settling on VihtaVuori
N310 by virtue of its consistency, clean-burning

characteristics, moderate recoil and noise.
I have to admit, I was feeling a bit like a wimp.

I’d actually begun to wonder, after years of run-
ning 170 pf loads in .45, if I might have lost the
ability to fire a “manly” load – like factory .45
hardball – competently. I got the opportunity to
find out. I was far enough into my experimenta-
tion that I didn’t have any of my old Titegroup
loads left, but hadn’t yet gotten a new load dialed
in, when the monthly IDPA match rolled around.
Only one thing to do: I grabbed three boxes of
factory .45 ball and headed for the range.

The difference in recoil was definitely there. I got
lucky, won CDP and

actually had the single
best score of the
match, about 16 sec-
onds ahead of the
2nd place CDP guy
(though honestly
compels me to
admit the top
Stock Service
Pistol guy was
only about eight
seconds back). So
yeah, I can still fire
“manly” factory
.45 hardball at a

match and win.
Cool, yes, but I
still wanted a
softer load.

Years before,
Bruce Gray had

told me that in .45
ACP you can get a
great effect on
recoil impulse by
changing bullet
weight. He pointed
me toward a heavy

bullet with a light (comparatively speaking) charge
of fast-burning powder as being the way to go in
.45 ACP. The reason you want a fast-burning pow-
der is that it’ll have softer perceived recoil than a
slow-burning powder. The latter will cause the rear-
ward moving shell casing, after firing, to press on
the breech face longer, thus the slide picks up
greater velocity. With a fast burning powder, by
contrast, the slide gets smacked to start but then
continues moving rearward through inertia alone.
All else being equal, a fast-burning powder will
develop less slide velocity – thus requiring a lighter
recoil spring – than the same load with a slower-
burning powder.

Bruce had recommended a 250-gr. Round
Nose Flat Point (intended for the .45 Colt
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“Basically we’ve turned the .45 ACP into a 
.455 Webley, a cartridge the late Bob Shimek

called a ‘gentle ol’ punkin thrower’”
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